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FINE1008. Introduction to the arts of Asia: past and present
FINE2047. Arts of India
FINE2048. Arts of Japan
FINE2049. Art and gender in China
FINE2051. Art, politics, and society in modern China
FINE2052. Architecture of South and Southeast Asia
FINE2053. Beauties and the beasts: Song and Yuan painting
FINE2054. Visual culture of modern Japan
FINE2055. Crossing cultures: China and the outside world
FINE2061. Contemporary Chinese art: 1980 to the present
FINE2062. Land and garden in Chinese art
FINE2065. Introduction to Islamic art and architecture
FINE2067. Architecture of East Asia
FINE2083. The histories of printmaking and visuality in China
FINE2085. Chinese calligraphy: Form, materiality and history
FINE2087. Buddhist art of East Asia
FINE2088. Introduction to the material culture of China
FINE2091. Foundations of literati art and culture
FINE2093. Contemporary art in India
FINE2095. Venerated vessels: the history of Chinese ceramics
FINE2097. Arts of Korea
FINE2098. History of Korean paintings
FINE2099. History of ceramics in East Asia
FINE2107. Early art in China: Idea and image
FINE3013. Hong Kong art workshop
FINE3014. The whys of where: an East Asian art history of imaginative geographies
FINE3022. Visual culture of modern Japan
FINE3025. Pious worldliness: Buddhist art and material culture
FINE3028. The mirror and the globe: Courtly arts of India 16-19th century
FINE4002. Perspectives in Asian art
FINE4007. Sites of representation: Artistic practices from colonial to independent India